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Cross share holdings
Summary
Cross share holdings are still a big issue in Japan, as the cancelation of shares and return on shareholders
equity remain slower to improve. This report shows this evidence clearly, using analysis of 500 companies of
core research universe as of August 2016. Average ROE and CG scores for 50 largest cross share
holdings/sales companies were lower than those for overall 500 companies. A half of 50 companies are
banks and those holdings have not really decreased for a year. Due to accountability to shareholders,
companies should disclose cost/benefit on the holdings that put downward pressure on ROE by earning only
dividends.
Cross share holdings under discussion for decades
Cross share holdings are a local issue that has been discussed on the improvement of return on
shareholders equity (ROE) for many years. However this issue has not been solved yet, as many companies
in Japan hold a large amount of shares as non-trading purpose shares in the balance sheet. It is well known
that ROE of Japanese companies remains lower at 7.8% and far behind of US companies at 12% in
FY2015. Such a lower ROE is mainly due to lower profit margin and lower asset utilization. While cross
share holdings decrease at slower pace and many companies state that the holdings would help earnings
enhance for long term view due to tightened relationship with business partners, ROE slipped 0.4ppt for
FY2015.
Analysis on core research universe 500 companies
Examining cross share holdings for major companies based on our CG core research universe of
500 companies (mainly composites of JPX400 Index), these companies still maintain relatively large
holdings compared with the business. The simple average of 500 companies in dollar vale of non-trading
purpose share holdings to sales (revenue) was 10.8% for FY2015. Assuming asset turnover of
approximately 1.0, the assets of cross share holdings would account for 10% of the total assets. The 10% of
the balance sheet will earn dividend yield at 2% per annum and result in decreasing return on total assets,
as the holdings are likely to hold for a long term. A company holds 10% of share holdings in the balance
sheet will only earn ROE at 4% (=2%/50%) from the share holdings asset, if the company employs 50%
financial leverage to the total assets. This would decrease return on shareholders value as an entire
company.
The next chart shows relationship between cross share holdings and ROE for 50 largest holdings
companies that own larger amount of shares against sales for FY2015. Median of ROE for the 50 largest
cross-share holding companies was 5.9% for the year, whereas median of share holdings/sales was 46%.
Only 6 companies could generate more than 10% of ROE for the year, holding non-trading purpose shares
at 30% compared with sales on average, which was lower than median of 46% for 50 largest holding
companies. This analysis apparently shows larger cross share holdings are likely to put under pressure on
return on equity.
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Slower cancelation of cross share holdings
The following 50 largest share holding companies against sales shows the holdings are decreasing
at slower pace than expectations since ‘Corporate Governance Code’ was effective in June 2015. Only 7.8%
for simple average of 50 companies decreased the share holding value from FY2014 to FY2015, whereas
TOPIX Index fell 12.7% from March 2015 to March 2016, as most of the holdings were valued at the end of
March in the fiscal year end. The cancelation seems to be slower pace, as only 18 of 50 companies
decreased the holdings more than 12.7% for the period, although the change should be examined more
carefully in one by one. This shows slower cancelation of holdings. Additionally, as expected, a half of the 50
companies are banks. This means it is still a big issue.
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Cross share holdings and CG scores
Our CG scores focus on a goal of a corporation, maximizing shareholders value for a long term,
and should include the degree of cross share holdings in the rating process, as large amount of share
holdings would deteriorate return on shareholders value. Thus, higher ratio in holdings/sales would be lower
CG scores accordingly. Average CG score for all 500 companies was 61.5 as of August 2016, whereas that
for 50 largest holding/sales companies was 57.9. Average CG score for largest companies was 3.6 points
lower than overall average score.
Conclusion
On the above analysis, cross share holdings are simply harmful for return on shareholders value,
as ROE for the 50 largest holdings companies was 3.7ppt lower than that for overall 500 companies. Just
earnings from dividend from the holding shares generate lower return and decrease return on total assets or
return on shareholders equity. If a tightened relationship with business partners through the holdings
generated much higher return on business as companies state, cost and benefit must be disclosed to
shareholders. However, we have only seen it on the ‘Corporate Governance Report’ that many companies
state cost and benefit or risk and return of holdings is examined more than a year in the company. Until now,
they have not fulfilled sufficient accountability on it. The cross holding cancelation should accelerate more
quickly, if not.
Aki Matsumoto, CFA
This report is for information purpose only and is based on current public information that we consider reliable, but we do not represent
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